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fit with an unusual pattern or rate of spread of
electrical activity within the cortex.
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RATING TARDIVE DYSKINESIA

DEAR SIR,
The paper by Bergen et al (Journal, May 1984, 144,

498â€”502)found marked intra-rater variability in the
assessmentof tardive dyskinesiain four patients, using
the Abnormal Involuntary Movements Scale (AIMS).
This finding casts further doubt on the usefulness of
this,andsimilarscales,for themeasurementof tardive
dyskinesia. the AIMS was originally developed to
quantify the severity of spontaneous, involuntary
movements, and consists of a check-list of movements
at various body sites. Brief descriptions of the
movements to be rated are provided, but these are too
limited to allow clear distinction between abnormal
(dyskinetic) movements and normal, fidgety move
ments, the motor phenomena of akathisia, tics, and
schizophrenic stereotypies and mannerisms. No
criteria for severity are provided, and, as Bergen et a!
comment, the rater arrives at a global judgement of
severity based on the character, amplitude and fre
quency of a movement. Although satisfactory inter
rater reliability has been demonstrated (Smith et a!,
1979a, b), whether AIMS scores are a valid reflection
of tardive dyskinesia has not been demonstrated. In
research, the use of the scale as a diagnostic instru
ment, with arbitrary cutoff scores, can yield a patient
sample that is markedly heterogeneous with regard to
type and distribution of movements.

Bergen and his colleagues stated that they were not
aware of any other study which had presented re-rating
data. This may be true for the AIMS, but my own study
(Barnes & Trauer, 1982) analysed ratings on 94
patients, by six raters using a videotape assessment
procedure, and found high inter-rater and re-rating
reliability. Like the AIMS, this scale involves the
rating of movement at a number of body sites, and it
suffers from some of the same drawbacks. However,
the measure of severity was specified as the proportion
of time a movement was present while the patient was
being observed, a criterion that seemed a reasonable
reflection of clinical morbidity. Validity was tested by
comparison of the ratings with the diagnostic opinion

of independent, experienced clinicians. Ratings for
oro-facial movements showed close agreement with
the clinicians' evaluation of the severity of tardive
dyskinesia,and adiagnosticthreshold scorewassetfor
ratings of oro-facial movement. Ratings for trunk and
limb movements did not show good agreement with
the clinicians' diagnostic assessment. For such move
ments, simple, quantitative measures of frequency,
amplitudeor durationof movementareinadequate,as
they fail to discriminate between tardive dyskinesia of
the trunk and limbs and the variety of other move
ments of the extremities that may be present in
psychotic patients on long-term treatment with
antipsychotic drugs.
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IN THE BEGINNING ...
DEAR SIR,

I was interested to read Philippe PloyÃ©'sarticle
(Journal, July 1984, 145, 55â€”8) on the possible
antecedents of projective identification and
idealisation in the last three months of pregnancy.

Why three months? Are not the basic elements of
the personality present from conception? The pointed,
motile, energetic sperm and the round, passive,
receptiveeggform the creativezygotewhich hasa
desire to reproduce itself, to put out, to take in, a need
to relate and a drive to grow, to mature and become a
person.

May I ask another question? What might be the
psychological sequelae of freezing embryos? Would
we predict a deep seated fear of stagnant dependent
immortality, alongside the fear of death?

GEOFF LAYrON

John Connolly Hospital, Birmingham B45

CORRECTION
Please note the following is the correct key to Figure

3 in the paper by David Sturgeon eta! published in the
Journal, July 1984, 145, 62â€”9.

HighEE experimental(n= 9)
High EE control (n = 4)
LowEEexperimental(n= 4)
LowEEcontrol(n= 2)
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